
President’s written report to AGM Feb 2021
2020 will  of  course always be  remembered as  the year  of  Covid  19.  We are fortunate  that  in 
Australia  the  effects  of  the  pandemic  have  been  very  much  less  harmful  than  in  many  other 
countries. Nevertheless, it has had an effect on us all, and on our club.

Despite the challenges and potential risk to the club, I am happy to say the negative consequences 
have been much less damaging than I feared this time last year. Whether that is a result of good 
judgement or good luck, I’ll leave for you to decide. 

Overall the club is in pretty good shape, certainly financially. We have roughly $500,000 in the 
bank, and own our own premises worth, probably, a shade under $1M (I’m discounting a bit due to 
Covid). We have very close to 1,500 members. We are currently losing about 100 members per 
annum, largely as a reflection of our ageing membership. There are however signs that the rate of 
loss is easing off, though we don’t have enough historic data to base a very meaningful analysis on.

Some of the notable features or events of the year were, in club terms:

• We managed to maintain SIG meetings and monthly meetings using ZOOM and the like. It 
was a bit of a rocky start, but we did find a path that worked in most cases. Well done 
everyone who helped make that happen;

• Running meetings on ZOOM enabled us to have guests and speakers in distant places. So 
we had high profile speakers from interstate. In the Microcontroller SIG we even had a guest 
presenter from Bangladesh;

• While there has been some loss in membership, it’s been no more than normal attrition due 
to our ageing demographics. We even acquired a few new members;

• There was a big surge in iHelp cases early in the pandemic, as members moved more to 
online pursuits;

• The Coder DoJo continued in an online format. This is a program that introduces children 
from 7 up to programming. It is run by volunteers from inside and outside the club, in effect 
sponsored by Melb PC as a community service. Thank you all;

• The project to revitalise the Moorabbin club rooms has continued, albeit at a much slower 
rate.  The  former  training  room is  now  the  Maker  Room.  It  is  not  complete,  and  will  
hopefully continue to evolve and morph with the times. At the moment it is set up with a 
well  equipped electronics work space for those interested in Arduino,  Raspberry Pi and 
related electronics projects.   

The lounge area  is  in  the  process  of  being transformed into  a  much more  comfortable, 
friendly space, where members can hang out, have a coffee, socialise, watch the footy, and 
play games.

With a donation of a collection of vintage home computer equipment we have started a 
“museum” project.

Kudos to all those member volunteers who have rolled up their shirt sleeves, donned their 
masks, and worked the tools;

• As I write this a number SIGs that I know of are experimenting with hybrid meetings, where 
people can attend in person or remotely. I believe that could be a very significant shift in 
how  we  function,  even  (or  especially)  after  the  Covid  crisis.  It  will  make  more  SIGs 
accessible  to  more  members  who  might  be  constrained  by  distance.  Remember:  Every 



member is entitled to attend every SIG meeting, whether formally “registered” for a SIG or 
not.

If any SIG feels they need some extra resources to implement hybrid meetings, please let me 
know. I am very much in favour of supporting such initiatives.

• Then the big one: The transition of our email system to Google.  

This is a huge project that had to be undertaken to protect us from capricious policy changes 
by our former email host. It has been a much more involved and drawn out process than we 
anticipated. But to paraphrase John F. Kennedy: We choose to switch to Google in this year, 
not because it is easy, but because it has to be done.

Many people have contributed time, energy and dedication to the club’s operations. I can’t know 
everyone, let alone mention them all. But some of the people I have worked most closely with come 
to mind:

Kirsten Greed has stepped up to the task of organising the monthly meetings, not only relieving me 
of the task but also bringing her own style to the events.

Stephen Zuluaga has driven the process of transforming and upgrading the club rooms as well as 
making a major contribution to the email migration.

John Swale, member number 16 and our Secretary. John is one of the people who has kept the club 
on track with both statutory and operational matters.  He has also provided me with invaluable 
support in the formalities of running committee meetings, something for which I am not really cut 
out. John decided not to nominate for the Secretary position again this year, and as I write this the  
position remains unfilled.

Hugh Macdonald has  made a  substantial  front  line  contribution to  the hard work of  the  email 
transition, as well as ably editing PC Update.

Rob Brown has been active in a number of areas: The email transition, facility maintenance, and 
liaison with our CiviCRM support contractor

Harry Lewis makes invaluable contributions in iHelp, CiviCRM, and the email transition. He is also 
the go-to guy for hard data and statistics on club matters.

Peter McConnachie, our treasurer, who has minded the club finances in a difficult year.

The whole iHelp team: Dave Simpson (Convener), Leighton West (Secretary), Bert Alesich, Mike 
Allison, Kevin Dempster, Stewart Gruneklee, Harry Lewis, and Cedric Wyndham. This dedicated 
ban of volunteers helped out one third of the membership during 2020, with total of 1,345 requests 
for computer help. It just shows how important iHelp still is to many members.

Our club has, of course, a large number of Special Interest Groups, or SIGs. Those SIGs provide  
information,  assistance,  socialisation  and  sharing  of  common interests  across  many  topics  and 
suburbs.  They are held  together  by their  individual  conveners,  to  whom we all  owe a debt  of 
gratitude, but who are too many to mention individually. But you know who you are, and thank you.

And last but not least Malin Robertsson, the ever obliging lady who runs the office. And office 
volunteers Steph Lancaster, Bill Moss, and Stewart Gruneklee.

A big thank you to all I have mentioned and those I have inadvertently missed.

David Stonier-Gibson, President 2019/20
January 27th, 2021.


